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From the ICC Chair
Welcome back to
the ICC News -
letter, the periodic
publication from
the Insulated Con-
ductor Committee
(ICC) of the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronic  
Engineers (IEEE) Power and Energy
Society (PES). Despite utilities 
dealing with power restoration from
the effects of Hurricane Sandy, our
fall 2012 ICC meeting attendance in
St. Petersburg, Florida set a 13-year
record with 423 attendees, ranking it
the third highest for fall ICC meetings
in the last 16 years. Participation
records were also set for New 
Attendee Orientation (58), Tabletop
Exhibitors (20), the Networking
Luncheon (70) and the Transnational
Luncheon (181).
The above chart shows the ratio of

utility engineer attendance to all other
attendance over the past six years,
with an average utility engineer atten-
dance of about 26%. Although the fall
2012 meeting’s utility engineer atten-
dance of 101 was the highest in six
years, the percentage did not 
increase due to an overall increase 
in ICC attendance. Utility engineer
participation on ICC Working Groups
(WG) and Discussion Groups (DG)
that develop industry cable and 
accessory standards reflects the
same ratio, which means that the 

important work of the ICC is led by
attendees other than utility engineers,
at a ratio of 3 to 1. Our goal is to
reach utility engineer participation of
40 to 50%.
Congratulations to the ICC WG 

officers and members for their diligent
volunteer efforts that resulted in the
ICC receiving IEEE-Standards Asso-
ciation (IEEE-SA) approval for seven
new and reaffirmed cable standards
in 2012. In the next seven years, 43
of the 90 standards maintained by the
ICC will need revisions and IEEE-SA
approval to remain active and usable
by the utility industry, with 18 of the
43 having project authorization 
request (PAR) expiration dates 
between 2013 and 2015. The ICC 
urgently needs increased utility 
affiliation attendance and participa-
tion, especially with many technical

experts in the wire and cable and 
accessories fields retiring or leaving
the industry for other reasons.
The ICC Newsletter will continue

to highlight the benefits that the ICC
provides to the electrical utility power
and energy industry, while hopefully
motivating utility attendance and 
participation in the ICC—one of the
best professional and technical 
committees of the IEEE-PES. Hope
to see you in Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-
nia this spring where the three rivers
meet and the important work of the
ICC awaits you!
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One of the primary purposes of 
the ICC is to write standards that
cover insulated cables used in the
transport of electric power, while 
representing a consensus of opinion
and knowledge from industry 
experts. The officers and members 
of the ICC are therefore required to
follow IEEE procedures to ensure that
standards are developed with input
from a broad range of affiliations, 
including manufacturers, utilities, 
industrial operations, academics 
and consultants. These procedures 
establish the roles, responsibilities,
authority and processes for IEEE, its
technical societies and the various
working committees such as ICC.
Some of the IEEE procedures that 
the ICC must comply with include:

• IEEE Constitution Bylaws and 
Polices

• IEEE-SA Operations Manual
• IEEE SA Bylaws
• IEEE PES Policies and Procedures
• IEEE ICC Policies and Procedures

As a hierarchy of authority for each
organization, it is important to ensure
ICC compliance with these proce-
dures—we all share a legal responsi-
bility when participating in standards 
development. The U.S. Department
of Justice has ruled that standards
development organizations are 
responsible for the actions of their
standards developers. To comply,
basic principles of fairness, access
and openness must be part of the 
organization’s daily operations.

The five overarching principles that
guide ICC standards development
from concept to completion include:

• Due process (highly visible 
procedures)

• Openness (interested parties 
can participate)

• Consensus (defined percentage
votes to approve a standard)

• Balance (equal influence among
all interested parties)

• Right of appeal (right to appeal a
standards development decision)

Everyone who attends the ICC is 
responsible for ensuring compliance
with these basic principles. Each 
attendee has a right and responsi-
bility to speak up, express an opinion
and attempt to develop a consensus
that moves each standard forward.
Regardless of what category of 
ICC affiliation you may be, you are 
part of this process. Only by speak-
ing up can you ensure that no one
group has an overwhelming 
influence on a standard or on how
the ICC functions. 

Please do your part to keep ICC at
the forefront of standards develop-
ment—participate, be open and fair,
and acknowledge the viewpoints of
others. The overall results are better,
balanced standards and have the 
respect of your colleagues.

A Question of Balance
There’s an App 
for That!
By Rachel Mosier, PE, Power Delivery
Consultants, Inc., ICC Immediate
Past Chair

Did you know that the PES ICC has 
a mobile app for the latest meeting
schedule? You can set up your own
personal schedule and easily add the
sessions you plan to attend. You can
also access a detailed map of the
meeting venue and information about
the ICC, its meetings, who can attend
and how to become an ICC member.

Go to www.pesicc.org/mobile and
add the ICC app icon to your mobile
device for quick access. For iPhones
or iPads, just select Add to Home
Screen. For Droids, bookmark the site
and add the bookmark to your home
screen using shortcuts. Let us know
what you think!

Come to 
ICC Orientation!
Did you ever wonder how to become
an ICC member, how to join an ICC
working group, or which sessions
have interesting presentations? If 
you answered yes to any of these, 
we invite you to attend the ICC New
Attendee Orientation held at every
meeting on Sunday afternoons at 4
p.m. You’ll get a brief overview of ICC
and a variety of information such as:

• How to contribute, when to speak
and how to present

• All about Networking, Trans -
national and Education Session
luncheons

• The Education Session and what’s
in it for you

• How to read the agenda and which
meetings to attend

• The best way to make new contacts

The ICC Orientation is only 30 minutes,
but you’ll gain a wealth of insider tips
and information (and even a little
swag). Check the meeting schedule
for room location and bring your
questions!

By Tom Champion, Research Engineer with Georgia Tech's National Electric
Energy Research Testing and Applications Center (NEETRAC), Incoming ICC
Chair (2014-2015)



CIGRE, the Council on Large Electric
Systems, is an international associa-
tion for promoting collaboration with
experts around the world by sharing
knowledge and joining forces to im-
prove electric power systems. There
are 16 study committees (SCs) within
CIGRE that cover specific technical
domains. The SC B1 of CIGRE is an
internationally-recognized body that
produces technical recommenda-
tions, guides and tutorials in the area
of insulated power cable technolo-
gies and applications. 

All working groups within SC B1 
have a mission to reach out to the
public with their concluding results.
The public may be either technical 
or non-technical, so the target is to
reach all stakeholders within the 
field. SC BI working groups have 
the following three deliverables for
communicating their work:
• A Technical Brochure (TB) 
• An article in Electra, CIGRE’s 

bimonthly journal, that describes
the content of the TB

• A tutorial in the form of a Power-
Point presentation to reflect the
content of the TB

CIGRE SC B1 arranges tutorial 
sessions all over the world, mainly 
in conjunction with other CIGRE
events. However, specific stand-alone
sessions may also be arranged. The
average number of tutorial sessions
provided per year is around 8 to 
10, but requests are increasing. The
following are examples of four recent
SC B1 tutorials.  

• Tutorial, TB 490, B1-27, Recom-
mendations for Testing of Long 
AC Submarine Extruded Cables:
TB 490 replaces Electra 189, and
the recommended tests now cover
a voltage range of 36 to 550 kV.
Input from the newest editions of
the land cable standards IEC
60840 and IEC 62067, as well as
from TB 303, have been utilized.
Due to recent developments in
partial discharge (PD) testing of
factory joints and AC testing of
long lengths of cables, new and
more stringent tests have been in-
troduced. Repair joints have also
been included for completeness. 

• Tutorial, TB 496, B1-32, Testing of

DC Extruded Cables: DC extruded
cables are now being installed for
voltages of up to 320 kV, not only
as land cables, but also as sub-
marine cables. This TB and tutorial
cover new test recommendations
for cables up to 500 kV DC. Tests
for both voltage source converter
(VSC) and current source converter
(CSC) systems are included. 

• Tutorial, TB 446, B1-25, Advanced

Design of Metal Laminated Cover-

ings: There are different ways of
protecting cables from moisture.
One way is to use metal laminated
coverings. These coverings cover
a wide range of designs and appli-
cations, so different constructions
and materials may be used. This
means that different test require-
ments for sheath integrity are 
necessary. This TB and tutorial
cover the designs used and rec-
ommended tests to be applied.

• Tutorial, TB 415, B1-24, Tests for

Transition Joints: Existing Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) standards cover tests for
normal cables and accessories.
However, transition joints that 
connect different types of cables
need special attention to interpret
the standards for these types of
accessories. This TB and tutorial
give recommendations on how to
test and understand the concepts
of testing transition joints.

Many TBs are now under develop-
ment and more tutorials will soon 
be produced covering a variety of
topics, including on-site PD testing,
mitigation of magnetic fields from 
underground power cables and
cable characteristics. Please do not
hesitate to contact the CIGRE SC B1
for further information by visiting
www.b1.cigre.org.

The Networking Luncheon

Networking is a great way to further your technical wire and cable knowl-
edge and your career! Attending the Networking Luncheon at the ICC
meeting ensures personal contact with industry experts. Initiated by ICC’s
Past-Chair Shan Nandi as a way to introduce new attendees to veteran
ICC members, the luncheon is a must-attend event at noon on Monday.
The event provides time for networking with meeting attendees, as well as
short introductory presentations on North American cable projects, similar
to the presentations on international cable projects that take place in the
Transna tional Luncheon with Wim Boone and Frank Petzhold on Tuesday.
If you want to keep up-to-date with local events, meet the Chair and 
Vice-Chair of the ICC, make new friends and renew old acquaintances,
add the Networking Luncheon to your schedule for the next ICC meeting 
in Pittsburgh on April 29, 2013. Prior registration is a must—either on-line
or on-site at the registration desk. See you there!

CIGRE SC B1 Tutorials—Covering the
Latest Insulated Cable Technologies

By Johan Karlstrand, 
Convener of Tutorial and Publication Advisory Group/SC B1



Upcoming ICC Events
Spring ICC – Pittsburgh, Pa.
April 28 – May 1, 2013
For a full list of all Spring ICC presentations and activities, or to register for the

meeting, please visit the website at www.pesicc.org.

Fall ICC – Dallas, Tx.
November 10-13, 2013
Please return frequently to the www.pesicc.org website for updates on 

presentations, event registration, and other meeting information.

Tell Us What You Think!
ICC welcomes your feedback. If you’d
like to suggest topics for upcoming
issues of the ICC Newsletter, or add a
colleague to our email database, please
contact Harry Orton at heorton@msn.com

ICC Newletter Team

Harry Orton, Chair
Wim Boone
Ram Ramachandran

By Harry Yaworski, Tyco Electronics,
Immediate Past Chairman 
Subcommittee B, Cable Accessories 

Cable accessories play an important
role in the overall reliability of cable
systems. An important factor in the
reliability of these cable accessories
is the quality of the standards to
which they are designed and tested.
Reviewed and revised as needed to
reflect current technology and industry
practice, the standards must include
input from users such as utility engi-
neers that have long-term experience
with application and performance. A
good example is the IEEE 404-2012
standard for shielded power cable
joints, which was recently revised
with the following key improvements
for joints up to 46kV:

• Design tests of Sequence 1 must
now be performed on the smallest
splice body on the smallest cable
and the largest splice body on the
largest cable. This change was 
included to ensure that the joint
family is fully qualified at the 
limits of maximum electric stress,
thinnest primary insulation and
minimum compressive force.

• Design tests must now be performed
on aluminum conductors to claim
application on aluminum and cop-
per conductors. This change was
included to ensure that aluminum
connectors, which tend to thermally
runaway at lower temperatures,
are tested with the joint family.

Another good example is the IEEE
592 standard for exposed semicon-
ducting shields. This standard was
originally developed during the era of
unjacketed cable more than 30 years
ago. Users have become concerned
that the effects of today's jacketed
cables and the routing of neutral
wires were not taken into account in
its initial issue. Another concern was
whether the standard properly ad-
dressed the resistivity of semi -
conducting shields on modern cable
joints. IEEE 592 is currently under 
revision and the working group is
studying effects on modern jacketed
cable, neutral wire routing and semi-
conducting shields. The initial test re-
sults of studies of these effects are
surprising, and we invite all ICC
members to share in our work.

The Work of Subcommittee B, 
Cable Accessories

Standards Need
Volunteers Now!
By John Merando, 
Bechtel Power Corporation, 
ICC Standards Coordinator 

In 2012, ICC was successful in pro-
ducing and updating IEEE standards.
However, much work remains and
volunteers are desperately needed.
The following standards require 
immediate action in 2013 to avoid
being withdrawn by IEEE:

• IEEE 575, Guide for Bonding
Sheaths and Shields of Single-
Conductor Power Cables 
Rated 5-500 kV

• IEEE 848, Standard Procedure 
for the Determination of the 
Ampacity De-rating Factors of 
Fire Protected Cables

• IEEE 971, Guide for the Installation
and Removal of Power Cables 
Installed in Duct Systems

• IEEE 1215, Guide for the Application
of Separable Insulated Connectors

• IEEE 1254, Guide for Soil 
Thermal Stability

• IEEE 1659, Standard for 
Connectors Used in Underground
Cable Splices and Terminations 
of Primary Network Systems

Another seven ICC-sponsored 
documents are under development
so we need volunteers to help bring
these projects to completion. Please
visit the ICC website for a complete
list of ICC standards and to find out
how you can help.

Back-to-Back Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) Terminations.
Photo courtesy of General Cable.


